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Abstract—With the recent advances in video sensor tech-
nologies, emergence of new applications associated with these
technologies, and demand for automated video analytics have
increased the need for ground-truth annotations. Researchers
attempt to explore different methodologies and algorithms on
different challenging datasets. Ground-truth annotations are
needed for quantitative evaluation and comparison of video
analysis methods, and training machine learning approaches.
Ground Truth Generator (GTG) is our semi-automatic solution
for rapid moving object annotation. GTG allows annotation of
high densities of moving objects in a video with considerably
fewer human interactions, and greatly reduces annotation effort
and time. For each individual moving object in a video GTG
generates bounding boxes, object classes, and motion trajectories.
GTG integrates a fully-automated detection, tracking, and fusion
pipeline with an interactive visualization, annotation, and editing
interface. Our proposed system was tested on FPSS [1] and
VisDrone [2] datasets and showed promising results.

Index Terms—Ground truth generator, object annotation, deep
learning, object detection, tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in camera technologies and mobile platforms

have dramatically increased the number of computer vision

applications relying on automated video analysis (i.e. video

surveillance [3], [4], autonomous driving [5], anomaly detec-

tion during driving [6], and sport video analysis [7]). These

applications require detection [8], [9] and tracking [10], [11]

of moving objects under challenging scenarios. Evaluation

and comparison of object detection and tracking methods

and training of machine learning-based approaches require

large amounts of ground truth data. Manual annotation to

generate ground truth data is a time consuming and error-prone

process that requires expert attention and focus to mark object

centroids, to draw bounding boxes or object contours, and to

link the object instances in time. Various video annotation

tools [12]–[15] have been developed for manual detection

and tracking of moving objects in video sequences. ViPER-

GT [16], one of the popular video ground truthing tools, allows

propagation and interpolation of object annotations frame to

frame in order to speed up the manual annotation process.

While effective, propagation fails when the tracked objects

move rapidly. In [17], an extended version of the ViPER-GT

tool that automatically tracks the object in the scene under

user supervision has been introduced. The tool is limited in

handling of new objects entering a scene which needs to be

controlled by the user.

In this paper, we propose Ground Truth Generator (GTG),

a semi-automatic pipeline for rapid annotation of moving

objects in a video. GTG allows annotation of high densities

of moving objects with considerably fewer human interactions

and greatly reduced annotation efforts and time. For each

individual moving object in a video, GTG generates: (1) object

bounding boxes, (2) object classes, and (3) motion trajectories.

GTG integrates a fully-automated detection, tracking, and

fusion pipeline with an interactive visualization, annotation,

and editing interface for rapid video annotation. The rest of

the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, details of

the proposed fully-automated detection, tracking pipeline, and

our interactive visualization, annotation, editing interface are

described. In Section III, experimental results are presented.

Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. SEMI-AUTOMATIC GROUND TRUTH GENERATOR

The proposed semi-automatic ground truth generator (GTG)

integrates a fully-automated detection, tracking, and fusion

pipeline with an interactive visualization, annotation, and

editing interface. GTG consists of four main modules as shown

in (Figure 1) and described below: 1) object detection and

assisted object filtering; 2) object instance linking through

frames; 3) spatio-temporal fusion; and 4) an interactive vi-

sualization, annotation, editing interface (pyTAG1 [18]). GTG

also involves a number of pre-processing and post-processing

operations such as non-maximum suppression, class-based

filtering, bounding box interpolation, motion estimation, and

object filtering for improved results.

1https://github.com/CIVA-Lab/pyTAG
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Fig. 1: Proposed semi-automated ground truth generator (GTG) pipeline and its main modules.

A. Deep Learning Based Object Detection

Recent advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning,

and particularly in deep learning [2], [19]–[21], have led to

great performance improvements in object detection in terms

of both detection accuracy and processing time. In this paper,

we use a deep learning-based, one-stage object detector, You

Only Look Once (YOLOv3) [22] with a Darknet-53 backbone,

to detect and classify individual objects. Annotation process

starts by feeding the video frames to a YOLOv3 network

pre-trained on MS COCO dataset [23]. Resulting bounding

boxes and associated object classes are further refined using

an object selection module (Figure 2). The object selection

module first filters the detected objects based on their classes,

then matches the manually generated ground truth object

centroids to automatically detected bounding boxes to identify

objects of interests. Detected bounding boxes, not matching to

any manually generated ground truth centroids are removed.

Ground truth centroids not matching to any detected bound-

ing boxes are marked as missed detections and are handled

during temporal linking through prediction and bounding box

interpolation. The bounding boxes that can’t be interpolated

are manually inserted using our interactive visualization and

annotation interface.

B. Moving Object Linking

Detected and filtered bounding boxes are linked in time to

generate motion trajectories and to assign unique labels for

instances of the same object in time. Moving object linking

relies on our multi-object tracker SCTrack [24], [25]. SC-

Track (Semantic Color multi-object Tracker) is a multi-object

tracking system using an efficient cascaded data association

scheme that combines a fast spatial distance only short-term

data association with a robust tracklet linking step using

discriminative object appearance models.

Detected objects Dt = {d1, d2, ...., dn} at frame t, obtained

as described in Section II-A, are assigned to the tracklets

T t−1 = {T1, T2, ...., Tm} at frame t−1, where n is the number

of the detected objects at frame t and m is the number of active

tracklets at frame t−1. An assignment cost matrix Ct ∈ R
m,n

with entries

c
ij
t =

√

(xdi
− x̂Tj

)2 + (ydi
− ŷTj)

2
(1)

representing the cost of assigning detection j to tracklet i at

time t is computed. The optimal assignment of the detections

to the currently active tracklets is computed by minimizing

the assignment cost Ct using the Munkres-Hungarian algo-

rithm [26]. Binary decision variables bij ∈ {0, 1} are used to

represent a detection-to-track assignment.

min
b∈B

m
∑

i=1

n
∑

i=1

c
ij
t b

ij (2)

with constraints
m
∑

i=1

bij = 1 j = 1, 2, ...., n; (3)

n
∑

i=1

bij = 1 i = 1, 2, ....,m (4)

Kalman filter [27] with a constant velocity model is used to

predict the new positions of the tracklets and retrieve bounding

boxes in case of miss-detections. Minimization of cost matrix

Ct results in the assignment matrix At containing pairs of

indices corresponding to detection d that match with tracklet

T .

C. Annotation Decision (Spatio-temporal Fusion)

A rule-based decision fusion scheme is used to generate

automated annotations given manually generated object cen-

troids C, and automatically generated bounding boxes B and

trajectories T. Possible cases and associated actions needed to

generate ground truth annotations are summarized in Figure 3.

According to the availability (or lack) of associated centroid,

bounding, and trajectory information seven types of actions

are performed to generate annotations. These actions involve:

(1) reporting the automatically detected bounding box as is;

(2) interpolation of a missing bounding box from past and/or
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Fig. 2: Object detection annotations generated using YOLOv3 [22] deep object detection network.

Action Name Description

Report-Box
Report Current Bbox ID, 

Class
Report current status

Interp-Box Interpolate Bbox When YOLO bounding box missing

Remove-Box Remove BBox
False positive when YOLO shows bounding 

box while no GT-centroid

Predict-Box Predict Bbox
Object occlusion the tracker preserve and 

predict obj of interest

Report-Center
Report Centroid, ID, 

Class

For initial tracks. Report centroid instead of 

bounding boxes since they are not available.

New-Track New Track
No tracked assigned because of new object 

entering the scene

Track-Level2 TrackL2
Track individual object to retrieve the bounding 

boxes for each object on I

No-Action No Action Not Applicable

Report-Center

Track-Level2

Report-Box

Interp-Box

Predict-Box

New-Track

Remove-Box

No-Action

C TB

C TB

C TB

C TB

C TB

C TB

C TB

C TBC=centroid, B=bounding box, T=Tracked, Green=YES, White=NO

Fig. 3: Rule-based decision fusion scheme used to generate annotations given manually generated object centroids C, and

automatically generated bounding boxes B and trajectories T. LEFT: description of types of actions performed to generate the

annotations. RIGHT: states leading to the specific actions, where green and white filled boxes indicate available or missing

information respectively.

future bounding boxes; (3) removing of a falsely detected or

not of interest bounding box; (4) prediction of a bounding

box during occlusion; (5) reporting of object centroids when

bounding box information can’t be computed; (6) creation of

a new track; (7) tracking an object by linking its detected

bounding boxes.

D. Manual Validation and Correction

While fully automated annotation of object bounding boxes

and tracks is desirable, a human-in-the-loop visualization and

editing interface is needed to inspect, validate, and correct the

automatically generated annotations. In the proposed ground

truth generator (GTG) system, manual validation and cor-

rection of the automatically generated annotations are per-

formed by using our in-house tool called pyTAG [18]. py-

TAG is a lightweight interactive tracking assisted ground-truth

generation tool, that also supports linear interpolation-based

and manual ground-truth generation. In addition to pyTAG’s

ground-truth generation features, pyTAG includes a revision

and correction feature on existing bounding boxes of tracking

data. In this study correction feature of pyTAG has been used.

In order to perform a validation and correction on existing

tracking data, pyTAG follows the pipeline given in Figure 4.

Initially pyTAG requires two inputs: the video source and

the bounding box information. Once the inputs are loaded,

the user can manually navigate forward/backward among the

frames to review the bounding boxes. If the user wants to

correct a specific bounding box, the user stops on the interested

frame and redraws the bounding box. When the validation and

correction process is done, the user can end the correction

process, and pyTAG will provide a new corrected bounding

box report. Along with the corrected bounding box report,

pyTAG also keeps tracks of the corrections and prints the

overall statistics about the corrections that are made by the

user. For instance, if the user has performed 100 corrections on

the bounding boxes, pyTAG will print number of corrections,

which is 100. This feature allows users to easily evaluate and

compare automatic video annotations techniques.
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Fig. 4: pyTAG annotation correction module.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Force Protection Surveillance System (FPSS) dataset

The proposed system was tested and evaluated on Force

Protection Surveillance System (FPSS) dataset [1] and Vis-

drone dataset [2]. The FPSS dataset consists of 53 pairs of

color and FLIR video sequences collected at the Adelphi

Laboratory Center (ALC) of ARL between Nov 2004 &

Jan 2005. All video sequences consists of 640 × 480 pixel

images collected using a Thermal Vision Sentry Personnel

Observation Device (POD) manufactured by FLIR Systems.

People and vehicles were the primary moving objects selected.

Centroids and classes of the moving objects in the video

sequences were provided. VisDrone dataset consists of 263

video clips with 179,264 frames and 10,209 static images. The

set includes different scenarios took across 14 different cites

in China. The resolutions of video clips and static images are

3840× 2160 and 2000× 1500 respectively. The dataset were

taken in different weather and light conditions. The dataset has

many challenges (i.e. scale changes, high object density, rapid

camera movements, view point and camera angle changes.

The goal of our experiments is to semi-automatically generate

complementary trajectory and bounding box information for

the selected moving objects in the given video sequences.

B. Ground Truth Generator Evaluation and Manual Observa-

tions:

Annotation of moving objects are subject to two types of er-

rors, (1) bounding box precision/accuracy errors (object level)

related to accuracy of size and position of the object bounding

boxes; 2) robustness errors (track level) related to track ID

switches, track fragmentation, early and late termination. See

Figure 5.

The proposed pipeline was tested on 15 Sequences from the

FPSS dataset. This test set contained 32605 bounding boxes

corresponding to 115 moving objects consisting of cars and

people in the scene. The automatically generated ground truth

report was visually inspected and corrected using pyTAG, our

visualization and editing interface. Table I provides a summary

of interactive edits performed using the pyTAG interface to

correct the fully automated annotations of the proposed GTG

pipeline.

A more detailed analysis of the GTG fully automated

annotation performance and interactive efforts needed to

correct errors using the pyTAG tool is presented in Ta-

ble II for two selected objects of the FPSS dataset sequence
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Fig. 5: Detection and tracking error types.

TABLE I: Edits performed using the pyTAG interface to

correct the fully automated annotations of the proposed GTG

pipeline. Results are shown for 15 video sequences from the

FPSS dataset.

Sequence Name #BBs.

BB Position &

Size Errors

( BB Accuracy)

ID Errors

(Robustness)

rf20041120 161701fc 1098 - -

rf20041216 143701fc 4915 58 (1%) -

rf20041216 144100fc 3296 87 (2.6%) -

rf20041216 144230fc 1228 160 (13%) -

rf20041216 144442fc 2151 198 (9% ) 21 (0.9%)

rf20041216 144715fc 2786 17 (0.6) 5 (0.17)

rf20041216 145010fc 4130 46 (1%) -

rf20041216 145145fc 4050 4 (1%) -

rf20041216 145855fc 1968 68 (3.4%) 1 (0.05%)

rf20041216 150031fc 600 199 (33%) -

rf20041216 150427fc 1987 101 (5%) 1 (0.05%)

rf20041216 150612fc 499 3 (0.6%) -

rf20041216 150734fc 1033 2 (0.1%) 2 (0.2%)

rf20041216 151520fc 1266 389 (30 %) 4 (0.3%)

rf20041217 132617fc 1598 7 (0.4%) -

f20041216 144442fc. The selected sequence consists of 990

frames, 6 moving objects, and 2151 bounding boxes. The

proposed semi-automated ground truth generation pipeline was

also tested and evaluated on the VisDrone dataset [2] for

which ground truth bounding boxes and tracks were available.

We have extracted the object centroids from the ground truth

files supplied for the 56 training sequences and fed to the

proposed GTG pipeline. The fully automated annotations

generated by GTG were compared to the original ground truth

annotations provided by the VisDrone team. We have evaluated

the fully automated annotation performance of the proposed

GTG pipeline against the ground truth annotations supplied by

VisDrone using the multi-object tracking challenge develop-
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TABLE II: The evaluation of manual observation for ground

truth reports of the 15 sequences form FPSS dataset.

Error Type Obj ID1 Obj ID2

Position/

Accuracy Errors

BB too Small: 38/380 (10%) 22/479 (4.5%)

BB too Large: 50/380 (13%) 42/479 (8.7%)

BB Shifted: 5/380 (1.3%) 41/479 (8.5%)

No BB: 0 0

Robustness/

ID Errors

Errors 0 0

ID Switch: 0 0

Early termination: 0 4/479 (0.85)

Late Termination: 18/380 (4%) 0

Late Start: 0 4/479 (0.8%)

Total Corrections: 111/380 (29%) 113/479 (23%)

Total Duration for Correction(MM:SS) 20:08 28:24

TABLE III: The evaluation results on VisDrone [2] dataset

using MOT challenge development kit [28]

Rcll Prcn FAR MT ML FP FN MOTA

99.7 94.7 1.93 99% 0 46218 2117 93.9

ment kit [28]. Recall (Rcll), Precision (Prcn), False Average

alarm per frame (FAR), Mostly Track (MT), Partially Track

(PT), Mostly Lost (ML), False Positive (FP), False Negative

(FN), and Multi-object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) metrics

were used for evaluation as shown in Table III.

With respect to the evaluations and results in Tables I II,

the overall Robustness/ID Errors only occurred in a range

between 0%-4%. Our proposed semi-automatic GTG approach

performed very well on ID switch type errors, where no ID

switch errors were detected. Furthermore, the early termination

and late start errors were under 1%. Among the 15 sequences

of the FPSS dataset, our proposed GTG pipeline with the

edits from pyTAG has reduced the Robustness errors to 0 in 9

sequences. However, it is important to denote that, the selected

dataset has some challenges. For instance, the dataset has a

low resolution. Nevertheless, our GTG pipeline was also able

to get less Position/Accuracy Errors, which makes our GTG

approach and pipeline a good candidate for semi- automatic

rapid ground truth generation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented GTG is a semi-automatic system for

rapid moving object annotations in high densities surveillance

videos. GTG generates motion trajectories, bounding boxes,

and object classes using a fully-automated detection, tracking,

and fusion pipeline with an interactive editing interface. The

fully automated modules help to produce the annotations for

moving objects followed by manual correction and validation

using pyTAG, interactive editing interface, (if necessary), to

generate the final output.

We have performed our experiments on FPSS and VisDrone

datasets. The experiment results have demonstrated that our

proposed semi-automatic pipeline for rapid annotation of

moving objects in a video approach has performed well on

the the ID/Robustness type errors and “No Bounding box”

error. Furthermore, with the edits done by pyTAG, both the

Position/Accuracy and Robustness error have been reduced.

Overall, we can say that our semi-automatic GTG approach

does not only work on specific types of errors, but also reduces

the amount of effort spent on manual corrections.
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